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Stragglers Win at Lloyd Park
Report by Steve Sandham
The Stragglers men had an amazing performance in the final race of the Surrey
Cross Country League at Lloyd Park, Croydon on Saturday the 8th Feb. The
team performed brilliantly under the worst possible conditions underfoot.
Setting out with a mission to ensure that we did not get relegated to a lower
division, not only did we achieve our objective, but we totally smashed it.
We entered the 4th and final race of the competition in 7th position out of 9
teams. After this final race, those teams in 8th and 9th place go down to a lower
division. So we could not be complacent.
With the fantastic Stragglers turnout and superlative performance by all our
runners, both scorers and non-scorers, we achieved a massively magnificent 1st
place, beating all the other 8 teams, with a convincing 41 points ahead of
Reigate in 2nd place. Fantastic or what?!!
The Lloyd Park result shoots us up the table to 5th overall! Stragglers should be
proud of this remarkable achievement.
This goes to show what the Stragglers can do when we put our minds to it.
A huge WELL DONE to all participants.

17 of the 23 Stragglers at Lloyd Park 8 Feb 2014
Front Cover:

The Cabbage Patch 4. Thanks to Ray Cockle for the photograph.
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Surrey League X Country - 4
Men - 9th Feb
Time

Name

30.16

Paul Lowe

30.52

Graham Brook

31.5

Martin Snodgrass

31.56

Simon Ford

33.28

Roy Reeder

33.42

Ben Osborn

33.56

Jonathan Dav ies

34.16

Peter Kennedy

35.01

Matt Briddon

35.06

Crispin Allen

35.34

Donovan Duffy

36.11
37.33

Mark Pattinson
Daniel Harris

37.34

Trev or Ford

37.54

Nick Rowe

37.56

Tiago Ramos

39.24

Nick Brown

39.29

Malcolm Fletcher

39.59

Steve Sandham

40.32

Jon Parry

41.43

Joby Thomas

42.49

Malcolm Davies

46.02

Peter Dry

The start of the Surrey league Div 2 Cross Country at
Lloyd Park 8 Feb 2014
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Straggs Results
Vets AC 4.5M XCount ry
Wim bledon Cmn - 18t h Jan

26.2 Valentines 10k
16th Feb

T ime

Name

Time

Name

20:33

Peter Dry

38:59

Noel Hollingsworth

39:55

Sarah Kinsella

41:22

Ray Kingdon

41:48

Dee Smale

41:55

Ian Peggs

Woking 3 Miles
5th Feb
Time
20:33

Name
Peter Dry

Surrey League X Country - 4
Ladies - 9th Feb
Time

Name

46:36

Peter Dry

51:27

Lorna John

53:43

Richard Steeden

55:15

Meredith Kendall

56:55

Martin Powell

56:58

Jill Pegler

57:34

Sue Bridger

1:00:52

Helen Brett

1:01:06

Sue Hobbs

34:21
37:38
38:05

Sarah Kinsella
Dee Smale
Clare Graham

39:03
42:40
42:54

Juliet Cleghorn
Cathy Davis
Cary s Mills

47:33
47:37
48:16

Sabine Duffy
Ly nda Chase
Bonnie Whang

Time

Name

39:39
46:38

Jonathon Dav ies
Steve Sandham

58:08

Chris Glew

58:11

David Deery

Dash For the Splash 10k XC
16th Feb

Congratulations to Anthony Jackson (Bushy Park Ev 503), Adam
Hughes (Kingston Ev 203) and Maddie Garner (Kingston 204) for
their first places in the recent, local parkruns. Congratulations
also to Jim Desmond (Old Deer Park Ev 164) and Paul
Lowe(Kingston Ev 503, and 505) for their seconds.
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Hampton Court Half
23rd Feb
Time
01:13:16
01:22:02
01:26:00
01:27:03
01:29:43
01:31:40
01:36:08
01:37:05
01:38:15
01:38:37
01:38:54
01:39:17
01:42:45

Name
Rory Campbell
Paul Bowden
Tom Millns
Rashmi Pandya
Kevin Price
Jacky Balfour
Neil Carrington
Peter Colwill
Vaughan Howells
Julie Holmes
Nicole Hambling
Malcolm Davies
Simon Wong

Time
01:52:19
01:52:23
01:53:01
01:53:54
01:54:26
01:54:37
01:56:07
01:56:12
01:56:38
01:57:36
01:58:36
01:59:23
02:01:05

Name
Lynda Chase
Lizzie Herring
Emily Cartwright
Jen Ward
Will Fuller
Peter Thompson
Zoe Riding
Richard Patient
John Turner
Richard Steeden
Julie Melotte
Simon Lane
Georgina Brand

01:43:59
01:44:00
01:44:39
01:44:49
01:45:02
01:45:36
01:46:06
01:47:39
01:47:40
01:47:47
01:49:36
01:50:20
01:50:52
01:51:39

Brigid Hibberd
Bonnie Whang
Alex andra Galloway
Helen Hogh
Izabel Grindal
Helen Davies
Kim Ev ans
Hayden Matthews
Andy Wingate
Matt Jones
Stephen Penpraze
Michaela Stewart
Mary Hyde
Geoff Miles

02:02:01
02:02:02
02:02:45
02:03:38
02:06:47
02:07:41
02:10:12
02:12:25
02:14:11
02:19:30
02:21:13
02:24:05
02:25:23

Anne Woods
Bert Kidwell
Hubert Cibis
Heini Furrer
Jane Elmslie
Sue Bridger
David Hudson
Susanne Normann
Julian Jessop
Suzan Baker
Susan Olsen
Katie Dadlani
Sue Hobbs
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Surrey Road League and
Straggs Summer Champs
There are a couple of changes to this year’s champs,
Elmore 7 will not be part of the Surrey Road League
because it clashes with Elmbridge and the Straggs
champs will take the best 4 results from 8 events, not 5
as previous years.

Richmond Half Marathon Sunday 4th May
Sutton 10km Sunday 11th May
Dorking 10 miles Sunday 1st June
Richmond 10km Sunday 22nd June
Club 10k 26th June*
Elmbridge 10km Sunday 20th July
Wedding Day 25th July*
Wimbledon 5km Sunday 17th August
(date TBC)
*Italicised Events form part of the club champs only.
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This months tip
Connect with your fascia for a clearer understanding of how your body works:
There has been an increased interest in,
and awareness of, the role of fascia over
the past few years. Our body-wide
connectivity is hugely down to this fascial
network, it is this elastic, continuous,
protective connective tissue that gives the
body its integrity and ability to move
around; without fascia, muscle effectively
has no basis for movement, strength and
connectivity.
Fascia forms an interconnected tensional
network throughout the whole body,
covering and connecting organs, muscles,
and even nerves and muscle fibres, with
its arrangement and density adapting
accordingly to local tensional demands.
One muscle is connected to another
because of its fascial connections, for
example, the groin muscles and
quadriceps muscle, and it would take a
sharp knife to be able to separate them.
The superficial fascia is a continuous layer of connective tissue adhered to the
skin throughout the body, which varies in thickness from a couple of
millimetres to several centimetres. The superficial fascia layer is formed by
interwoven collagen fibres mixed with elastic fibres, and many nerve fibres are
also present, suggesting participation in the proprioceptive nervous system.
Often called adipose tissue, the superficial fascia not only has the ability to
store fat, but this layer acts as a shock absorber, has the ability to fight
infection, and also secretes hormones. Adipose tissue also stores cytokines, cells
secreted by the immune system that regulate and control inflammation and
emergency responses throughout the body.
This suggests that the superficial fascia is not just able to store energy, but also
to communicate with other organs of the body, including the central nervous
system.
The deeper layer of fascia provides a stronger support role to muscle, ligament,
tendon and joint capsules, and contains a considerably higher density of
collageneous fibres than the superficial fascia that underlies the skin and is
therefore moveable. Many elastic fibres and a variety of nerve endings are also
present in the deep fascia, suggesting a proprioceptive capacity.
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Collagen is the building block for all of our fascia and much of our other
connective tissue and, as well as being the major ingredient for flexibility,
collagen is also the ingredient for the restrictions, calcifications and what we
call our ageing process. In terms of fascia, collagen has the specific role of
supporting our frequent movements and postures, with collagen laid down in
fascial tissues, according to our movement, job, sport, injury and so on.
Collagen is produced in strong spiral units; each collagen fibril is a triple helix;
three strands wound around each other in a tight spiral, banding together with
other spirals to form strong fascial structures.
A repetitive action will result in the laying down of fascia and supporting tissue
to allow us to formulate habitual movement, with these tissues also serving to
communicate with each other. This web of tensional information exists to aid
human function and movement, and can also be utilised by the remedial
therapist, who can interpret tensions and patterns to identify and treat areas of
imbalance and dysfunction.
So here it is, the human body; made up of lots of parts, none of which are
separate, and all of which rely on all the functioning of the other parts to make
it work properly.

Reach your peak performance with sport and remedial therapy.
Helen Westerby-Cox, Sports Therapist, specialist in.......
Functional assessments and exercise,
Bio-mechanical and muscular imbalances,
Postural problems, Rehabilitation from injury,
Back and joint mobilization, Soft tissue massage.

www.helenwesterbycox.com
55 Kelvedon Close, Kingston, Surrey, KT2 5LF, 07950 588231
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Straggs Diary
Date Event

Mar

Contact / Notes

1st Middlesex Masters XC Champs

Wo rmwo o d Scrubs - 8k, 14:30 start

6th Brighton Marathon

Apr

13th London Marathon
24th Junior Handicap

7pm registratio n, 7.30 start

4th Richmond Half Marathon
11th Sutton 10k

May

17th/18th Green Belt Relay
22nd Junior Handicap

7pm registratio n, 7.30 start

29th Handicap
1st Dorking 10 miles
7th/8th Welsh Castles Relay

June

See Steve o r Carys

12th Junior Handicap

7pm registratio n, 7.30 start

22nd Richmond 10k
26th Club 10k

July

26th Junior Handicap

7pm registratio n, 7.30 start

17th Junior Handicap

7pm registratio n, 7.30 start

20th Elmbridge 10k
25th Wedding Day
17th Wimbledon 5km

Aug

28th Junior Handicap

Nov

27th Handicap

Date TB C

28th Handicap

Race information given is accurate to the best of our knowledge, but you are strongly advised to check
details with the race organisers before travelling or making other arrangements.
Italicised Events for the Stragglers Championships and the Underlined Events form the Surrey League. See
Steve or Carys for further details. Steve and Carys also maintain email distribution lists and they send out
regular updates regarding upcoming races and events. If you’d like to be added to their lists please contact
them.
Note, if you enter a race as a Straggler it is important that :
•
You are a paid up member of the club. Don’t forget, your subs are due every April 1st.
•
You enter the club name on the entry form as “The Stragglers”.
•
You wear club kit.
It has been know for us to miss some team awards because these points were not properly observed.
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Journey into the Unknown
10 Marathons in 10 Days – 9th May – 18th May 2014
Reflection Time
The 10 in 10 Event – How do I tame this Beast?
During a time where my body has decided to rebel and fly the white flag, it has
given me a lot of time to reflect on what is really required to complete the 262
Mile Challenge (10 Marathons in 10 days) and also to the Brathay Trust and
the great work that they do with under privileged youngsters in the UK.
As I sit here typing this Blog I am happy to have completed my first longish run
back in over 2 weeks (now I have typed that it sounds crazy as 14 days in
nothing) since pulling a muscle in my groin post my last Marathon. It wasn’t a
perfect run today, as there is still a slight pulling feeling but it was great to be
back out doing what I love most.....running (perhaps the 2nd biggest love behind
my lovely Caroline of course lol). I used my head today and was sensible and
finished the training run at a point where I felt I might be making the issue
worse (even though I felt strong and felt that I could have done alot more).
These sort of decisions are not easy for any sports person especially runners, as
it is so easy for our egos to kick in and just run those few more miles but
potentially damaging the recovery process.
I have realised that I am now going to have to work around any potential
injuries on the lead up to the 10 in 10 in May and ensure that I am smart with
my other areas of my fitness routine i.e. swimming, walking, Strength work
with time in the gym for good measure. It can be so frustrating when I pick up a
niggle ( a runners hell) but in the back of my mind I know I have to line up on
May 9th 100% fit and healthy otherwise the 10 in 10 event is going to eat me up
and spit me out. If this means I do not get to cover off the amount of mileage
that I would like to be doing prior to May then this I will have to be content
with.
I am having a dawning that even though I have been running for over 20
years.... this means very little when it comes to the preparation of running 262
miles over 10 days. I am simply implementing what I believe to be the best
strategy for as pain free completion as possible. I am asking lots of questions to
many different people, who I believe can add real value to my mission and this
certainly is helping me a great deal (thank you if you are one of those poor souls
who I am bombarding with questions). Time is racing now as we move into
February (not long now just 102 days and counting). I am not sure where
January has gone but on reflection it hasn’t gone quite to Plan but I am staying
positive about the build up. I have learnt alot about my running since
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September when my preparation really got going towards the 10 in 10 event.
Speed can cause all sorts of issues and as I get physically fitter the temptation
to run faster in huge.... first lesson, be smart when it comes to speed work and
how to execute effectively without a drama occurring.

Supporting the Brathay Trust
The reason for tackling the 10 in 10
The Fundraising aspects of the 10 in 10 preparation is also a tough challenge to
successfully complete, as times have not been easy for the average man or
women on the street, as the Macro conditions have not been conducive over the
last few years, for people to spend or give away their money whilst people are
uncertain about their own futures, especially when it comes to job security and
having enough money to live quite simply.
I am just one of those average people in society, who constantly thinks about the
future security of his job and his next income, although I am quite sure and very
clear that I have indeed been very lucky over my 41 years, with very supportive
parents who brought me up with Love, Care and direction and as a result
taught me how to appreciate the small things in life and to look after my
personal possessions. Both my parents gave up alot of their personal time to
support myself and my older brother to be the best that we could be with
everything that we threw ourselves into as youngsters. Both my parents guided
both of us to make the very best of our lives making the right decisions ref
education and work decisions and this was invaluable to ensure that we paved a
way for us to be fairly successful in our own professional and personal lives.
In terms of the youngsters that the Brathay Trust support and mentor, many of
these individuals have not had a consistent and reliable upbringing, where
potentially their parents have not displayed the support and love that all of us
need to give us a strong start in life. Many of the youngsters have become very
disillusioned with their lives as they see very little positive opportunities for
their futures and as a result make poor life decisions to how to best tackle their
lives in a productive way. The work that the team at Brathay do is invaluable
and without the guidance and support that is offered to the youngsters many
would end up on the wrong side of the law. Just like with any Charity, the
funds are so important to allow them to continue the great work that they do
and I guess this is where the 15 runners all tackling the 10 in 10 event come in
to the picture as it is the Fundraising that we all do will make a difference to
the lives of the youngsters that I spoke about previously.
I had the pleasure of spending some time last Summer with Caroline my
partner observing the work that the team at Brathay do up in Windermere at
the Brathay Hall and it was truly inspiring the results that we witnessed,
turning around many of the lives of that of the youngsters, without judging
them and labelling them. The Brathay Trust is the one Charity that I feel I
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have truly been able to connect with as over the years I have raised funds for
many different charities (all worthy causes) but none of them have connected
with me in the same way as the Brathay Trust. I am passionate about raising
as much money as I can for this cause as I would like to play a small part to
making a difference for the next group of youngsters who are fortunate to have
their lives come in touch with the great people of Brathay.
THIS IS WHERE I NEED YOUR HELP PLEASE
I know as you read this Blog there will be a million reasons why you won’t be
able to donate a small amount towards the Brathay Trust but I urge you to
think about how important that we give every youngster in the UK a positive
and supportive start to their lives to make our society a better place in the
future and to ensure that every youngster has an equal opportunity to be the
“Best that they can be” in their lives.
Final Thoughts....
I know in my head, that I will make it around the 10 days (it may not be pretty
on some days) but my mission is to get my body in as best possible shape to get
me around the 10 days without too much pain (where possible). There is such a
fine line between being fit, strong and healthy and being over trained and
injured.
As ever thank you for keeping track of my Blogs in the run up to the 10 in 10
event in May but pls remember why I am doing this challenge and that is to
raise funds for the Brathay Trust and to support the under privileged
youngsters around the U.K who are given fantastic support and guidance from
the great people who are involved with the Trust.
Thank you for your continued support and donations

Down but NOT Out
Sadly since my last Blog there hasn’t been too much Running due to my ongoing
Abductor muscle issues that I picked up 3 or 4 weeks ago whilst competing at
my last Marathon but on a positive note is that I have been to see the Physio
this week, to see if he could identify the root cause to my current niggles. I am
officially as stiff as a board on the left flexor and have been given multiple
exercises to sort this out.
This week has been a much better week with 2 good gym sessions with Cardio
& Weights with no after effects which has been very encouraging and given me
some hope. Tomorrow is a planned swimming session and then at the weekend
potentially some light running.
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Today has been a challenging day as it should have been my day 1 of the
ENIGMA Quad (4 Marathons in 4 days) but I sadly had to pull out earlier in the
week. It would have been a really good opportunity to see how my body handles
the multiple days of Marathon running and would have helped me practice
various recovery techniques. The next 12 weeks until the start of the 10 in 10
challenge was planned with a number of races scheduled in, however now it is
becoming a case of slow and disciplined recovery and get back to running as
soon as my body is comfortable to do so. I am hoping that the swimming and
cardio work in the gym will keep my fitness levels to reasonable level making
the return to running slightly less challenging. There are plenty more
Marathons scheduled in between now and May 9th so there is still plenty of
opportunity to put in the required miles in preparation for the challenge of
running 262 miles over the 10 days in May, just need to get myself fighting fit
again.
So as the title says, I am down but I am certainly not out and I will do whatever
it takes to be on the start line on May 9th healthy (if not quite as fit as I would
like). I hate the word injury as all too often runners use it in their conversations
and the negative connotations can be quite draining to listen to. I guess all
runners at certain times will be injured but I think we all hope it won’t be us...
One thing I have come to realise is that I have learnt to respect how great it is
to be able to run healthy especially when you are not able to do so. As I said in
my last blog the thought of going without is why many of the youngsters who
the Brathay Trust work with have had happen to them and it is not necessarily
tangible items but rather love, support & guidance from their parents and
family that is missing from their lives. As a result many of these disadvantaged
youngsters are trapped in a world where they can’t see a positive way forward
and as a result they gain a reputation of trouble makers and a drain on society.
Every one of these youngsters has something to offer in their lives and it is the
work of Brathay to help find these qualities within each of the individuals that
they work alongside.
I have found myself getting annoyed with myself over the last 3 or 4 weeks
where life has felt pretty rubbish (not being able to run) as it is so easy to feel
sorry myself, although I know my life is pretty damn good compared to the lives
of many of the disadvantaged youngsters in the UK. I have had to keep
reminding myself of putting running into perspective as I keep asking myself is
it really the end of the world if I cannot run, as I have so many other good
things in my life and I would say that I am extremely lucky guy. So my
conclusion is not taking things for granted and be very grateful for the small
things in life.
As ever thank you for keeping track of my Blogs in the run up to the 10 in 10
event in May but pls remember why I am doing this challenge and that is to
raise funds for the Brathay Trust and to support the under privileged
youngsters around the U.K who are given fantastic support and guidance from
the great people who are involved with the Trust.
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Thank you for your continued support and donations
Pls visit my Just Giving Page and donate what you can

Thank you for following my blogs and pls take some time to
look online at the fantastic work that the Brathay Trust are
doing to support disadvantaged youngsters in the UK.
I am currently raising funds for the Brathay Trust and have
been lucky enough to be selected to be part of the 2014 10
in 10 event and I would be grateful if you donate a small
amount to my just giving page.
Thank you ALL.

www.justgiving.com/paul-mason262
Regards,
Masonator

Next Stragmag
The next StragMag will be available at www.stragglers.org
from Thursday March 27th 2014.
The deadline for submissions will be Thursday March 20th.
email me at stragmag@stragglers.org
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Love my Inov-8s!!
It has been so wet and windy, and
the park tracks so muddy, I got
tired of running in my normal
trainers and decided to buy myself
some trail shoes to stop all the
slipping and sliding. The goal
was to have running shoes just
perfect for this rainy weather and
spare my heavy, non-gripping
trainers for the gym, or for when
the weather improves...
So which one to buy?! Well after
asking around the running
community, the answers all came
back the same—Inov 8 Talons
Inov8 shoes have names that
sound more like MTBs than
running shoes, names like
Mudclaw , Talon, Trailroc and
Bare-grip.
I had never heard of the brand,
but they area British firm based
in the North Pennines. They are
specialists in trail shoes, but they
also do clothing, road and fitness shoes.
My new Inov-8 Talons are light, flexible, water-resistant and have
fabulous grip. I probably would not run for hours in them, but for
tempos, reps and off-road races, they are just perfect. I feel so fast in
them that I am actually looking forward to the next wet and windy park
run.

Dee Smale
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